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Plan 9 
Hello - Plan 9 has its origins in a mix we did of Planet 
Rock we undertook for Tommy Boy -our US label at the 
time .The pad sounds we came up with were too good not to 
write something else over




Videos were always cooked up in 
a few days ,we would never 
spend much on them, Plan 9 was 
cheap 5 of us went to Death 
Valley on a budget airline - 
bought some costumes in a 
surplus store and strode into the 
landscape.


In comes the £20 charity shop 
nylon guitar, which sounds pretty 
posh with a £2000 lexicon reverb 
on it. The Mexican & The Lexicon. 
The Memory Moog adds to the 
tropical torpor. 
Not a sample, its played


Moses 
We recorded quite a bit of Gorgeous at Amazon Studios in Liverpool - It was the only SSL desk in 
the North West at the time and I think Genesis had a part in setting it up. Our lighting guy Lee was 
from Liverpool & hooked us up with Ian McCulloch from Echo & The Bunnymen


I remember we went round to his house near Sefton Park 
to talk about it. It was some months later we arranged to 
record him by which time we were at FON studios in 
Sheffield - He turned up and he had the chorus - We all 
went to the pub for lunch, he wrote the rest on a beer mat.


For some reason we ended up 
doing a Christmas Tour before the 
album came out supporting 
Madness And Ian came with us  - 
It was arenas, Wembley ,G Mex, 
Birmingham Exhibition - The Farm 
were on it too. It was a nice vibe 
with the bands but  a tough gig 
playing to their crowd.


https://timstwitterlisteningparty.com/pages/replay/feed_518.html


Contrique 
I remember thinking it was a bit sacrilegious to use the 
baseline from She’s Lost Control - Daz didn’t and threw 
it in the sampler as a repost to the Complete Control 
accapella. Is it rave with hip hop thinking - or the other 
way around. Tubular Bells were a rave trope


De Testimony by Fini Tribe being a Hacienda biggy for 
us- I was surprised when New Order OK’d the sample.


 
10 x 10 
A deliberate attempt at addressing a Piano tune with 
vocals - If you went clubbing in 92 there was a swathe of 
it  - typically  off piste ,we wrote it over the bed of “Start” 
by the Jam - The 10x10 sample is Dr Mobeous 
describing the Krell computer in Forbidden Planet. 
 
I wrote the lyrics as a spin off from that . Our live sound 
engineer was enthusing about a 16 year old singer from 
Levenshulme- Rachel Macfarlane -Who turned up with 
her mentor Barrington Stuart - I had previous with Barry 
from studio and live work in MCR


Barry organised a lot of the 
singers in a coaching role 
-but he had  a great soulful 
baritone- so he sang as well -The 2 of them came on the Gorgeous 
tour with us .The massive lead synth is an Oberhiem 4 voice 
-modified to be a monophonic rave cannon.


One In Ten  
Another irreverent sampler smash up - came 
about when Darren would play this UB 40 
track over Joey Beltram’s Energy Flash on the 
808 State radio show - They could mix 
anything into anything on that show again the 
hip hop mentality was a bedrock for D& A.


We came up with a breakbeat backing that 
now sounds a bit Jungle influenced - but that 
genre wasn’t established at this point, might 
have been some of the Shut up and Dance 
releases being an influence


We were in direct contact with UB40 at their 
studio in Birmingham who were enthusiastic 
about the track and also did a new  mix . 
Video shot in Blackpool & Hulme




 
Europa 
The Singer and lyricist  here is Caroline Seaman from This 
Mortal Coil - did we do that at Sarm in London ?  I think we 
did


It originally started with a sample from Diana & Marvins - You 
Are Everything - But we weren’t going to get that passed -so 
we tried forensically  reconstructed the sample - which took 
around a day


M1 Piano got everywhere back then - we didn’t own one - 
they had them lying around in tube stations


Orbit  
I remember starting this one at Vibes studio in Oldham - 
using a £30 ARP Quartet  synth. The melody seemed familiar, 
like is it another tune - Later I think its related to Surrey With 

A Fringe On Top from the musical 
Oklahoma - not the same but thats what I was channeling.


Sounds like a Pro One synth doing a lot of the work - The drum sounds 
are from a Denon rhythm box that we bought in a record shop in 
Oldham Market around the corner.




Black Morpheus 
These velvet string concoctions were put together to go with a 
new instrument an Alto Clarinet 

Id picked up in a pawn shop in New York when we went to play 
The Limelight for New Years Eve .

Theres a pic of us with Leigh Bowery that night wish I could find 
it


By the time we were finishing the tune a year later Id picked up a 
bass clarinet in another pawn shop in New York on another trip. I 
love that instrument -you hear it on a lot of Herbie Hancock 
records  -Or Bitches Brew - we used to do a version of Bitches 
Brew live (Miles Davis)


Southern Cross 
We had been working on a mix with a certain famous didgeridoo 
player and this

was possibly going to be a B side for that project   -I like the bass sound from an ARP 2600 
-Mellotron Choir - Glockenspiels -Old drum boxes .


We were getting a lot of old synths at the time from Captain Techno -A monarch Airlines pilot 
-who sort them out in Canada and fixed them up -We had to jump on them before Vince Clarke 
got them off him




Nimbus 
We bought an Oberhiem Cyclone Arpeggiator -and 
this is what came out of playing with that - sounds 
very lofty and classical - My first LP as a kid was 20 
War Movie Greats - I think the spirit animal was Ron 
Goodwin on this tune. Dambusters Vibe


lead line is an ARP Odyssey- Heavy synths are the 
Oberhiem 4 voice.Theres a  clip of us doing it on 
Granada Reports - Local Tea Time TV - from Albert 
Docks in Liverpool.


https://youtu.be/KZtnZESRpTU


We were still recording the album at Amazon Studios on Bold Street when we filmed this, 
Liverpool, Oldham, Sheffield  - you know,  Lockdown Towns!


Colony 
We were always chasing a rave banger around 
this time that would result in these curates 
egg tracks - Still in the live set until recently


There was a tweet on here the other day 
where someones music teacher forced the 
class to compare 808 State and Stravinsky - 
and that we wouldn’t know we were 
channeling him Well I knew Mahavishnu & 
Magma were - so by default that modern 
classical flavour is in a few of our heavy 1s




Timebomb 
Another banger thats still fun to let off in a live set.When 
we released this track as a single it was during the first 
Gulf War. The BBC banned it for having Bomb in the title 
- As was Massive Attack for using the word Attack - 
Odd times!


Ironically a lot of 808 State bangers were used to 
accompany  CNN footage of  that war - and we used to 
get letters from Tank crews who used the music as 
charge music  - You could write letters to 808 State 
Manchester UK and it would get to us, pre email.


You don't have any control as to where your music may 
end up some times - especially DIY and Gardening 
shows. 
HMV - Stockport Mersey Square


Stormin' Norman 
Another Gulf War reference  (Timebomb probably was 
released ahead of the album)  -Channeling the 
uncertain times  -The awkward string dance was the 
main feature when writing it , theres another version of 
it called 2020 on the rare State To State 1 CD 

https://youtu.be/KZtnZESRpTU


Manchester roots music


Sexy Dancer 
When we released Gorgeous there was an 
accompanying Disco 12 Inch attached to the initial run - 
In our warped minds these extra tracks were more 
minimal and aimed at the clubs

Not sure what club this could have been


I love its hand on hip cat walk swagger and its show off 
drum program which actually might be the demo setting 
for the Alesis SR16 - Darren on the vocals - real D6 
Clavinet and some soprano sax.


 
Sexy Synthesiser 
Another track from the disco 12 - Gorgeous is a pretty 
wide ranging album -Grandiose and hard , Ambient 
Warm - serious and daft. After EX El we were set up to 
do a big world tour The night before  Martin Price rang 
up and said he wouldn’t be coming with us

 
So by the time we got to make this album we had lost a 
wheel and the dynamic of the group did some wobbling.   
We were 5 years into the rave thing and had been round 
the globe in clubs most nights - so there is a 
restlessness to this record, a probing uncertainty 
 
it took a little longer than the previous LPs -We lost a 
little momentum at the time - how ever we toured this 
album in the States and over the years I understand its 
thought of fondly especially over there. 
 
This album was at times a struggle to make at times, 
uncertainty - but the tour was more than worth it - one of 
my happiest of times.
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